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a b s t r a c t
Insights from the “-omics” science have recently emphasized the need to implement an overall strategy in medical research. Here, the development of Systems Medicine has been indicated as a potential tool for clinical translation of basic research discoveries. Systems Medicine also gives the opportunity of improving different steps in
medical practice, from diagnosis to healthcare management, including clinical research. The development of
Systems Medicine is still hampered however by several challenges, the main one being the development of
computational tools adequate to record, analyze and share a large amount of disparate data. In addition, available
informatics tools appear not yet fully suitable for the challenge because they are not standardized, not universally
available, or with ethical/legal concerns. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are a very promising area for translating
Systems Medicine into clinical practice. By developing clinically applied technologies, the collection and analysis
of data may improve CV risk stratiﬁcation and prediction. Standardized models for data recording and analysis
can also greatly broaden data exchange, thus promoting a uniform management of CVD patients also useful for
clinical research. This advance however requires a great organizational effort by both physicians and health institutions, as well as the overcoming of ethical problems. This narrative review aims at providing an update on the
state-of-art knowledge in the area of Systems Medicine as applied to CVD, focusing on current critical issues,
providing a road map for its practical implementation.
© 2014 European Federation of Internal Medicine. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in experimental and computational technologies in
the last decades within the framework of Systems Biology have fostered
the complementary need of an implementation strategy, to provide a
medical translation of such new knowledge [1]. The coupled development of biological knowledge (mainly driven by the Human Genome
Project [2] and the Human Physiome Project [3]) and of technology/
experimental techniques (microarrays, mass spectrometry, computational power and Internet) has indeed led to the explosion of “-omics”
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science [4]. Through these new tools, predictive models of physiology
and disease have been developed, with new ways of thinking, including
the application and development of methodologies from mathematical
sciences [5]. Accordingly, and also in current wake aimed at personalized medicine there is a great need of translating this systems approach
into clinical practice. Although it is easy to broadly agree with this strategy, the road map to follow is still uncertain. Systems approaches are
still labeled as basic research, so that a main current challenge is to
shift from the “need” of translating basic ﬁnding into clinical research
toward the integration between non-clinical and clinical data. Since
the usefulness of systems approach becomes clear when applied to multifactorial diseases, cardiovascular diseases (CVD) may be a potential
ﬁeld test for Systems Medicine. Thus, starting from these clinical
needs, this narrative review, developed within the Meeting in Genoa
(Italy, 19th–21st January 2014) of the Coordinated Action Systems
Medicine (CASyM, the European task force appointed to design and
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update the road map for Systems Medicine in research and clinical practice) also aims at reviewing methodologies and priorities in the implementation of Systems Medicine in CV Medicine. This article is based
on the material searched for and obtained via MEDLINE and PubMed
up to May 2014. The searched keywords were: Systems Medicine,
home-care, clinical studies, cardiovascular diseases, and -omics.
2. Deﬁnition of Systems Medicine and its role in cardiovascular
diseases
A comprehensive deﬁnition of Systems Medicine has been largely
debated in the last few years, considering the extremely general ﬁeld
of action of Systems Medicine. Ultimately, CASyM Europe has been
seen as ﬁt to communicate the basic elements underlying Systems Medicine, deﬁned as: “…the implementation of Systems Biology approaches in
medical concepts, research and practice, through iterative and reciprocal
feedback between data-driven computational and mathematical models
as well as model-driven translational and clinical investigations. In essence,
Systems Medicine aims at a measurable improvement of patient health
through systems-based approaches and practice….” [6]. Although this
deﬁnition is widely shared, rethinking Systems Biology in the clinical
context raises methodological and practical issues that need to be
discussed. As already reported by Wolkenhauer and co-workers, a
roadmap for systems medicine should address stronger efforts to sustain inter-disciplinary collaborations, integrating biological and computational methodologies [7]. Furthermore, systems approach applied to a
clinical setting involves ethical and legal consideration that may potentially threaten its progress. Accordingly, the ﬁrst action of this working
group has been to include this topic within a new consensus deﬁnition
of Systems Medicine, as such:
“An integrative approach to medical needs taking advantage and emphasizing information and tools made available by the greatest possible
spectrum of scientiﬁc disciplines, aimed at improving risk prediction
and individual treatment respecting ethical and legal requirements. This
approach should improve medical practice by standardization, information, integration, monitoring and personalization”.

using plasma samples from patients with abdominal aortic aneurysm,
the authors identiﬁed increased levels in haptoglobin, ﬁbrinogen, α1antitrypsin and negative association between vitamin D-binding protein
(DBP) and the presence of abdominal aortic aneurysm [15]. Finally,
more recent ﬁelds of interest for “-omics” that included thrombosis
and hemostasis, angiogenesis and vascular remodeling [16]. The identiﬁcation of a clear pathophysiological role between these biomarkers
and cardiovascular diseases requires further validation in larger
population-based studies.
3.2. Clinical perspectives
Following the development of genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) more than 200 genetic loci were found to be associated with
polygenic diseases. In the ﬁeld of CVD, the best known example is represented by the studies on chromosome 9p21.3, but a potential pathophysiological role has been suggested for other loci, as reported in
Table 1 [17–33]. More recently, the development of clinically-applied
mass spectrometry techniques [34] has further broadened the systems
approach to CVD. By screening a large amount of different potential
biomarkers, both proteomics (Table 2) [35–49] and metabolomics
(Table 3) [50–67] studies aimed at improving knowledge of CVD pathways. However, many factors precluded meaningful biological insights
or practical prediction so that the value of these recent discoveries
was currently viewed with skepticism [69]. For many biomarkers the biological function is still unknown, or even not consistent with those already known. Furthermore, by investigating single pathways, “-omics”
studies potentially contributed to biological knowledge. However,
their predictive power (and then their clinical feasibility) remains extremely weak. Ultimately, these evidences strongly limited the application of “-omics” science to biological knowledge, emphasizing the need
of hypothesis-driven studies. In addition, we should consider that biological discoveries did not guarantee the opportunity to clinical translation because such step forward requires additional cost-effectiveness
information.
4. The use of Systems Medicine paradigm to improve clinical
research and management quality

3. The “-omics” data in cardiovascular disease studies
3.1. Basic science
Considering the huge development of “-omics” science observed in
the last years, it was inappropriately thought that the systems-driven
problem-solving would soon potentially be useful in clinical practice.
This approach progressively involved a large set of biological molecules
[8], including genomics (developed immediately after the sequencing
of the human genome) and epigenomics, proteomics, cytomics,
ligandomics, metabolomics, and more [9]. Furthermore, this high expectation has been conﬁrmed by the launch of several dedicated
journals. The “-omics” approach has been widely applied in the ﬁeld
of vascular biology and CV medicine, clarifying several biological pathways underlying polygenic diseases. Gene expression analysis emphasized the role of cell-speciﬁc transcription factors in atherosclerotic
plaque development and progression [10]. In addition, other overexpressed genes included chemokines and matrix degradation enzymes
(cathepsin and matrix metalloproteinases) [11], but also interleukin-6,
insulin growth factor binding protein and different lipoprotein components were shown to be increased within the plaque [12]. Considering
arterial aneurysms, proteomic analysis of dilated aortic tissues from
Marfan Syndrome patients showed an upregulation in the C-terminal
fragment of ﬁlamin A (due to calpain-mediated cleavage) as compared
to control patients without collagen disorders [13]. In addition, in serum
from patients with abdominal aortic aneurysm after surgery, an increased thrombin generation was demonstrated by proteomic analysis
in the ﬁrst 6 h during the postoperative period [14]. In another study

The Systems Medicine approach was sometimes suggested as a future paradigm shift in the way to think medicine, aimed at reducing
the gap between biological knowledge and patient care.
Accordingly, Systems Medicine might ultimately favor the transition
from a traditional “reactive medicine” model to a more proactive one
that is “predictive, preventive, personalized and participatory” (the 4P
medicine) [70]. A critical issue in this ﬁeld is to promote the convergence systems data through the digital revolution [71]. By relying on
huge bidirectional transfer of information between experimental studies, epidemiology and clinical medicine, Systems-based approach requires new organizational principles and presents new challenges for
advancing science and technology. Since many innovations in health
care have taken years to ﬁnally become assimilated in medical practice,
we might consider the use of rapid learning systems to overcome this
gap to deal with large amounts of health data that will be available to
doctors and medical researchers [72]. Education of health professionals
and the public is one of the current priorities. Innovative training programs using information technologies' teaching strategies will be essential for a full implementation of the rapid learning model [73]. Likewise,
Academic Medical Centers must play a central role in the process of developing and organizing the standards for managing these resources.
4.1. Rapid learning model
The concept of learning health systems (LHS) was ﬁrst conceived as
a means of rapidly converting scientiﬁc evidence into medical practice,
and learn as fast as possible about what is the best treatment for each

Table 1
Clinical trials based on genomic approach in cardiovascular diseases.
Author

Year

Study design

genomics proﬁle

Assay method

Results

Helgadottir et al.
[17]

2007

Case–control (1607 patients with AMI compared with
6728 CAD patients, then replicated in other 3 cohorts)

305953 SNPs

GWAS

McPherson et al.
[18]

2007

100000 SNPs

GWAS

Samani et al.
[19]

2007

377875 SNPs in WTCCC and
272602 in the replicated study

GWAS

Schunkert et al.
[20]

2008

Case–control (322 patients with CAD compared with
312 healthy controls, replicated in other 2 cohorts and
then validated in 3 different cohort studies)
Case–control (1926 CAD patients and 2938 controls from
WTCCC study, then replicated in a second cohort of 875
AMI patients and 1644 controls)
Case–control (3544 patients with AMI compared with
1101 CAD patients and 5177 controls from 7 different studies)

The identiﬁed variant on chromosome 9p21.3 (near to CDKN2A and CDKN2B
genes) was signiﬁcantly associated with incidence of AMI (OR for homozygous
2.02 [CI 95% 1.72–2.36]; p b 0.05).
The identiﬁed variant on chromosome 9p21.3 (near to CDKN2A and CDKN2B
genes) was signiﬁcantly associated with incidence of CAD (HR from validated
cohort 1.29 [CI 95% 1.09–1.52]; p b 0.01).
For both studies, chromosome 9p21.3 showed the strongest link in the SNPs
rs1333049 (p = 1.80 × 10−14 and 3.40 × 10−6, respectively).

Single SNP rs1333049
representing the 9p21.3 locus

In the pooled analysis the OR was 1.29 (CI 95% 1.22–1.37; p b 0.001).
Furthermore, the meta-analysis including also the previous studies conﬁrmed
this association (OR 1.24 [CI 95% 1.20–1.29]; p b 0.05).

Samani et al.
[21]
Clarke et al.
[22]

2008

Linkage analysis
using 416
microsatellite
markers
GWAS

48,742 SNPs in 2100
candidate genes

GWAS

Among 3 chromosomal regions found associated with risk of CAD, the Lp(a) locus
had the strongest association (OR 1.70 [CI 95% 1.49–1.95]; p b 0.05).

More than 2.4 million
genotyped and imputed SNPs

GWAS

6 SNPs representing the
9p21.3 locus
Single SNP rs4788102
representing the 16p11 locus
11 SNPs from previous
validated GWAS-analyzed
cohorts
Single SNP rs579459 located
upstream of the ABO gene
80137 SNPs

GWAS

Compared to controls, ADAMTS7 was found to be strongly associated with CAD
(p = 4.98 × 10−13). The occurrence of AMI were instead associated with the
glycotransferase-deﬁcient enzyme encoding the ABO blood group O phenotype
(p = 7.62 × 10−9).
All analyzed SNPs signiﬁcantly correlated with AMI occurrence as well as family
history of ACS.
In the pooled analysis rs4788102 containing the SH2B1 gene (encoding for
SH2B1) was not associated with AMI (OR 1.21 [CI 95% 1.04–1.41]; p = 0.016).
2 models of genetic risk score were designed combining the 11 SNPs with 2 or 4
haplotypes from Lp(a). Both scores improved the prediction of Framingham score
(p = 0.001 and 0.044, respectively)
After a median follow-up of 5 years, the rs579459 variant was associated with
recurrent AMI (HR 1.80 [CI 95% 1.09–2.95]; p = 0.001).
Coding variants were identiﬁed in 11 genes mainly involved in lipid metabolism.
In addition, AMI was signiﬁcantly associated with coding variants for 2 genes
linked to TGs (OR 0.78 [CI 95% 0.66–0.92]; p = 0.003) and total Ch (OR 0.87
[CI 95% 0.79–0.95]; p = 0.005).
Both rs1790349 and rs12785878 failed to predict CAD but in the overall
population (not in the patient subgroup) they predicted the levels of 25(OH)D3
(p b 0.001 for both).
Several SNPs showed an association with CAC, including rs599839 (p = 0.008),
rs646776 (p = 0.01), and rs17398575 (p = 0.009). A relationship with CVD
mortality was shown for COL4A2 and CXCL12 SNPs (p b 0.05 for both), whereas
dyslipidemia was signiﬁcantly related with rs3135506 (p b 0.05), rs651821
(p b 0.001) and rs13832449 (p b 0.001). Furthermore, SNPs associated with CAC
was also related to prior CVD (OR 1.09 [CI 95% 1.02–1.34]; p = 0.03).
New correlations with IMA were shown for rs4618210 (codifying for PLCL2 on
chromosome 3p24.3; OR 0.92 [CI 95% 0.88–0.94]; p = 0.04), and rs380391
(codifying for AP3D1-DOT1L-SF3A2 on chromosome 19p13.3; OR 0.89
[CI 95% 0.86–0.92]; p = 0.06). Among already validated markers, a strong
correlation was shown for rs3782886 (OR 1.46; p b 0.05).
A novel haplotype of the LRP8 gene was found to confer a signiﬁcant protection
in the development of familial and early-onset CAD and AMI (p b 0.05 for both).
3 loci were signiﬁcantly associated with circulating tPA levels including rs9399599,
rs3136739 and rs7301826 (p b 0.05 for all). However, no association was shown
between these 3 SNPs and the occurrence of CAD or stroke.

Reilly et al.
[23]

2011

Scheffold et al.
[24]
Prudente et al.
[25]
Hughes et al.
[26]

2011
2011

Case–control (976 ACS patients compared to controls of
other published cohort)
Case–control (2015 T2DM patients from 3 CAD studies)

Single SNP rs1333049

GWAS
GWAS

2012

Prospective observational (26221 men without AMI at
baseline from 9 cohorts collected in the MORGAM)

Wauters et al.
[27]
Holmen et al.
[28]

2013

Prospective observational (2099 ACS patients form
GRACE UK–Belgian study)
Case–control (2833 patients with AMI compared with
2938 healthy controls from 7 different studies)

Abu El Maaty et al.
[29]

2014

Case–control (63 CAD male patients and 31 matched
controls)

SNPs rs1790349 and rs12785878
(NADSYN1/DHCR7 locus)

GWAS

Adams et al.
[30]

2014

Cross-sectional (1208 T2DM patients form DHS)

50 SNPs from DHS and CHARGE

GWAS

Hirokawa et al.
[31]

2014

Case–control (1666 AMI patients and 3198 controls,
the replicated in a cohort of 39809 Japanese subjects)

92 SNPs

GWAS

Shen et al.
[32]
Dichgans et al.
[33]

2014

Case–control (1423 patients CAD or AMI and 1162 control
from 4 independent cohorts)
Meta-analysis (26929 subjects from 14 cohort studies)

5 different SNPs within LRP8 gene

GWAS

SNPs associated with circulatin tPA

GWAS

2014

2014

GWAS
GWAS

The identiﬁed variant on chromosome 9p21.3 failed in predict both CIMT and FMD.
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AMI: Acute Myocardial Infarction; CAD: Coronary Artery Disease; SNP: Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism; GWAS: Genome-Wide Association Studies; CDKN: Cyclin-Dependent Kinase Inhibitor; OR: Odds Ratio; CI: Conﬁdence Interval; HR: Hazard
Ratio; WTCCC: Wellcome Trust Case–Control Consortium; CIMT: Carotid Intima Media Thickness; FMD: Flow-Mediated Dilatation; ADAMTS: A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase with Thrombospondin Motifs; ACS: Acute Coronary Syndrome;
T2DM: Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus; SH2B1: Src-Homology-2 (SH2) B adaptor protein 1; MORGAM: MOnica Risk, Genetics, Archiving and Monograph; GRACE: Global Registry of Acute Coronary Events; TGs: Triglycerides; Ch: Cholestrerol; 25(OH)
D3: activated vitamin D; DHS: Diabetes Heart Study; CHARGE: Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology; CAC: Coronary Artery Calciﬁcation; LRP8: Low-density lipoprotein receptor-Related Protein 8; tPA: tissue Plasminogen
Activator.
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2009

Case–control (2277 patients of CAD associated with
CIMT or FMD)
Case–control (3145 CAD patients and 3352 control,
replicated in 3 other cohort including 4846 CAD cases
and 4594 controls)
Case–control (12393 CAD male patients compared and
7383 matched controls; 3644 CAD patients were also
compared with 5783 patients with AMI)
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Table 2
Proteomics studies in cardiovascular diseases.
Year

Mateos-Cáceres et al.
[35]
Donahue et al.
[36]
Wilson et al.
[37]
Zimmerli et al.
[38]

2004 Case–control (11 AMI, 8 UA patients and a control
group of 9 subjects)
2006 Case–control (53 CAD and 53 healthy controls
from Duke Databank for Cardiovascular Disease)
2007 Case–control (45 PAD and 43 subjects with risk
factors but not PAD)
2008 Case–control (ﬁrst analysis with 30 CAD and 20
control subjects followed by blinded analysis on
47 CAD patients and 12 controls)
2009 Case–control study (ﬁrst analysis with 15 CAD and
14 non-CAD subjects followed by blinded analysis
on 38 patients)
2010 Case–control (10 STEMI and 10 control subjects)

von Zur Muhlen et al.
[39]
Gasparri et al.
[40]
Dardé et al.
[41]
Delles et al.
[42]
Cubedo et al.
[43]
Haas et al.
[44]
Wykrzykowska et al.
[45]

Study design

2010 Case–control (40 AMI, 10 CAD and 10 healthy
controls)
2010 Case–control study (ﬁrst analysis with 204 CAD
and 382 non-CAD subjects followed by blinded
analysis on 71 CAD and 67 non-CAD patients)
2011 Case–control (39 new-onset AMI-patients and 60
healthy controls)
2011 Prospective observational (30 AMI patients)
2011 Case–control (14 STEMI, 21 NSTEMI and 54 CAD)

Proteomics proﬁle

Assay method

Results

Peptides matched with the 2-DE

MALDI-TOF MS

AMI group had plasma increase of apolipoprotein A1, ﬁbrinogen and α1-antitrypsin.

731 plasma proteins or fragments
identiﬁed
1619 protein peaks

Capillary LC/EI/
tandem MS
SELDI-TOF MS

15 urinary protein analysis according to
the pattern found emerged from ﬁrst
analysis
17 urinary proteiN analysis according to
the pattern found emerged from ﬁrst
analysis
300 proteins

ESI-TOF MS

95 proteins were signiﬁcantly differentially displayed among study population. They
involved inﬂammation, growth, and coagulation.
PAD was independently associated with higher levels of β2-microglobulin (OR 7.2
[CI 95% 1.6–31.3]; p = 0.009) and CRP (OR 1.3 [CI 95% 1.0–1.7]; p = 0.026).
The combination 15 urinary polypeptides in blinded analysis allowed the distinction
between the two groups (AUC = 0.94; p b 0.05. Sensitivity 98%, speciﬁcity 83%).

CE-MS

The combination 17 urinary polypeptides in blinded analysis allowed the distinction
between the two groups (AUC = 0.84; p b 0.05. Sensitivity 81%, speciﬁcity 92%).

LC–tandem MS

Serum of STEMI patients was characterized by signiﬁcantly higher levels of
haptoglobin, α1-antitripsin, ceruloplasmin, orosomucoid-1 and vitamin d binding
protein precursor (p b 0.05 for all).
A small group of 7 protein was long-term associated with diseases (both AMI and
CAD) including α1-B-glycoprotein, tetranectin and tropomyosin 4 (p b 0.005 for all).
The pattern of 238 urinary polypeptides in blinded analysis allowed the distinction
between the two groups (AUC = 0.87; p b 0.001. Sensitivity 79%, speciﬁcity 88%).

1400 protein analyzed by 2-DE and
MALDI-TOF MS
2DIGE at different time points
238 urinary protein analysis according to CE–MS
the pattern found emerged from ﬁrst
analysis
Proteomic analysis of lipoprotein
MALDI-TOF MS
Blinded analysis using (PCA and
hierarchical clustering)
170 biomarkers

Silbiger et al.
[46]

2011 Case–control (5 ﬁrst STEMI, 5 second STEMI and 7 Blinded analysis of serum proteins
controls subjects)

Gil-Dones et al.
[47]

2012 Case–control (12 AS and 12 control subjects)

Rezeli et al.
[48]

2013 Case–control (25 STEMI and 25 non-cardiac chest
pain from LUNDHEARTGENE biobank)

Yin et al.
[49]

2014 Case–control (135 AMI and 135 matched controls
compared with 336 ASCVD case–control pairs
from FHS offspring cohort)

MALDI-TOF MS
Hierarchical
clustering and PCA
analyzed with
microarray
SELDI-TOF MS

AMI group had higher levels of apolipoprotein J/clusterin (p b 0.001).
After 1 year follow-up, different isoforms of haptoglobin were signiﬁcantly
associated with HF incidence (AUC = 0.63 toward NYHA N 2).
78 biomarkers showed dynamic changes over time including markers of
inﬂammation, hypercoagulability, shear stress/remodeling and cell survival.

Compared to control group, ﬁrst STEMI expressed 510 different protein peaks,
whereas second STEMI differed for only 76 protein peaks (p = 0.05 for both groups).
In addition 16 protein peaks were similar between the two STEMI groups.
71 peptides analyzed by 2-DE and 2DIGE PCA model analyzed Clustered analysis showed a correlation of AS with different classes of proteins
by MALDI-TOF MS
involved in proteolysis, blood homeostasis/coagulation, inﬂammation and lipid
metabolism.
LC–MS
Signiﬁcant linear regressions were achieved for 9 of the 11 peptides. Strong direct
11 proteins associated with CVD
correlation was showed between apolipoproteins and lipid subfraction, with higher
including apolipoproteins, plasminogen,
levels in STEMI group.
α1-antichemotrypsin and ceruloplasmin
59 markers chosen from literature
LC–MS coupled with 12 single markers and a cluster of 7 proteins were associated with AMI incidence
review
tandem MS
improving risk prediction (p b 0.01 for both). In addition, 12 single proteins and a
cluster of 4 proteins were associated with ASCVD incidence improving risk
prediction (p b 0.01 for both).

AMI: Acute Myocardial Infarction; UA: Unstable Angina; 2-DE: two-Dimensional Electrophoresis; MALDI-TOF MS: Matrix-Assisted Laser-Desorption Iionization Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry; CAD: Coronary Artery Disease; LC/EI/tandem MS:
Liquid Chromatography–Electrospray Ionization tandem Mass Spectrometry; PAD: Peripheral Artery Disease; SELDI-TOF MS: Surface-Enhanced Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry; OR: Odds Ratio; CI: Conﬁdence Interval;
CRP: C-Reactive Protein; ESI-TOF MS: Electro Spray Ionization-Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry; AUC: Area Under the Curve; CE-MS: Capillary Electrophoresis Mass Spectrometry; STEMI: ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction; LC–tandem MS: Liquid
Chromatography tandem Mass Spectrometry; 2-DIGE: two-dimensional Differential Gel Electrophoresis; PCA: Principal Component Analysis; HF: Heart Failure; NYHA: New York Heart Association; NSTEMI: Non-ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction;
ASCVD: AtheroSclerotic Cardiovascular Diseases; FHS: Framingham Heart Study.
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Author

Table 3
Metabolomics studies in cardiovascular diseases.
Author

Year

Study design

Metabolomics proﬁle

Assay method

Results

Brindle et al.
[50]

2002

CH3 groups from fatty acid side chains in
lipids, in particular LDL and VLDL

2005

Supervised PCA and
PLS-DA models analyzed
with 1H NMR
Triple quadrupole MS

1

Sabatine et al.
[51]
Kirschenlohr et al.
[52]

Cross sectional study of subjects with stenosis of one
(mild, n = 28), two (moderate, n = 20) or three
(severe, n = 28) major coronary arteries
Case–control (18 subject with inducible ischemia and
18 control)
Cross sectional study of 322 patients with stenosis of
one, two or three major coronary arteries compared
with non-CAD subjects, irrespective of statin treatment
Case–control (36 patients undergoing alcohol septal
ablation treatment compared to 16 elective diagnostic
coronary angiography and 12 patients with MI)
Case–control (19 sinus rhythm subjects, 18 postoperative atrial ﬁbrillation and a group with persistent
atrial ﬁbrillation)
Case–control (9 patients with carotid atherosclerosis
and 10 healthy subjects)

2006

2008

Mayr et al.
[54]

2008

Teul et al.
[55]

2009

Tang et al.
[56]

2009

Prospective observational (1010 consecutive subjects
from Cleveland Clinic GenBank study)

Shah et al.
[57]
Turer et al.
[58]

2009

Case–control (117 individuals from GENECARD study
including CAD and non-CAD subjects)
Cross-sectional (37 consecutive patients undergoing
cardiac surgery with cardioplegic arrest categorized as
CAD, LVD and controls)

2009

Higher citrulline levels remained
signiﬁcantly associated with both the
prevalence of signiﬁcantly obstructive CAD
PCA for amino acids, free fatty acids and
acylcarnitine clusters
63 intermediary metabolites, including
conventional metabolic substrates, 12
amino acids and 45 acylcarnitine
derivatives.
75 amino acids, acylcarnitines, free fatty
acids, and conventional metabolites
69 metabolites including acylcarnitine
species, amino acids, and conventional
metabolites

LC–MS

MALDI-MS 1H NMR

GC–MS and 1H NMR

LC–MS coupled with
tandem MS
GC–MS
Tandem MS

Huffmann et al.
[59]
Shah et al.
[60]

2009

Shah et al.
[61]

2012

Prospective observational (2023 patients undergoing
cardiac catheterization from the Murdoc CV study and
Duke CATGHEN biorepository)

45 acylcarnitines and 15 amino acids

Tandem MS

Magnusson et al.
[62]

2013

Nested case–control (4577 patients from the MDC-CC)

DM-AA score (including tyrosine,
phenylalanine and isoleucine [68])

Triple quadrupole MS

Luan et al.
[63]
Zheng et al.
[64]

2013

Case–control (23 HF and 23 CAD patients)

2013

Prospective observational (1744 African Americans
from the ARIC study)

Free fatty acids, sphingolipids and
amino acid derivatives
204 stable serum metabolites

OPLS-DA model analyzed
by LC–MS
Not speciﬁed MS

Zheng et al.
[65]

2013

Prospective observational (896 normotensive African
Americans from the ARIC study)

204 stable serum metabolites

PCA models analyzed
with MS

Stegemann et al.
[66]
Rizza et al.
[67]

2014

Prospective observational (685 samples from Bruneck
study)
Prospective observational (108 elderly outpatients)

135 lipid species from 8 different lipid
classes
different Amino acids and acylcarnitines

Triple quadrupole MS

2010

2014

Cross-sectional (73 sedentary, overweight to obese,
dyslipidemic subjects from the STRRIDE)
Case–control groups (“initial” 174 CAD and 174 control
then “replicated” with other 140 CAD and 140 control
subjects from CATGHEN biorepository)

Metabolites from pyrimidine,
tricarboxylic acid cycle, pentose
phosphate pathway
24 metabolites including amino acids
and metabolic intermediate of
tricarboxylic acid cycle
Non-supervised PCA, PLS-DA and OPLS-DA

PCA and PLS-DA models
analyzed with 1H NMR

Tandem MS
Tandem MS

LC–MS coupled with
tandem MS

Citric acid pathway metabolites signiﬁcantly increased in case group (p = 0.004) as well as
differentiated cases from controls with a high degree of accuracy (p b 0.001; c-statistic 0.83)
Prediction of CAD by 1H-NMR was therefore very weak compared with angiography (80.3%
for patients not treated with statins and 61.3% for treated patients)
As early as 10 min, MI group showed a speciﬁc metabolic signature, characterized by
signiﬁcant higher levels of alanine, aminoisobutyric acid, hypoxanthine, isoleucine/leucine,
malonic acid, threonine, and TMAO (p b 0.05 for all)
Persistent atrial ﬁbrillation group was characterized by an altered energy metabolism with a
rise in beta-hydroxybutyrate along with an increase in ketogenic amino acids and glycine
(p b 0.05 for all).
Transforming these data sets in biochemical information, 24 metabolites were found
signiﬁcantly (p b 0.05) modiﬁed in the group of atherosclerotic patients. In addition, most of
the changes may be related to insulin resistance status.
GABR and higher citrulline levels were signiﬁcantly associated with both the prevalence of
signiﬁcantly obstructive CAD (p b 0.001 for both) and 3-year risk for MACE incidence
(p = 0.025 and p = 0.01 respectively).
Premature CAD was associated with a signiﬁcantly higher levels of a large amount of
metabolites of different classes (p b 0.05).
After reperfusion, there were signiﬁcantly lower extraction ratios of most substrates
(p b 0.05) associated with increased release of acylcarnitine species (p b 0.05).

Large neutral amino acids were inversely related to insulin sensitivity (p b 0.001), whereas
fatty acids were inversely related to the acute insulin response to glucose (p = 0.001).
Transforming these data sets in biochemical information, CAD was signiﬁcantly related with
branched-chain amino acid metabolites (p b 0.05) and urea cycle metabolites (p b 0.05).
Furthermore, dicarboxylacylcarnitines predicted death/MI (HR 2.17 [CI 95% 1.23–3.84];
p b 0.01).
At median follow-up of 3.1 years 3 metabolites independently predicted death/MI: Shortchain dicarboxylacylcarnitines (HR 1.11 [CI 95% 1.01–1.23]; p = 0.04), long-chain
dicarboxylacylcarnitines (HR 1.13 [CI 95% 1.04–1.22]; p = 0.005), and fatty acids (HR 1.18
[CI 95% 1.05–1.32]; p = 0.004).
Interquartile comparison of DM-AA score was associated with increased incidence of ﬁrst CV
event (OR 2.20 [CI 955 1.12–4.31]; p = 0.001) and cross-sectionally related to IMT
(p for trend = 0.037).
Lipid molecules associated with energy metabolism and signaling pathways signiﬁcantly
differed between the two groups (free fatty acids, sphingolipids and amino acid derivatives).
After a median follow-up of 20 years, incident heart failure was strong associated with amino
acid isoform: dihydroxy docosatrienoic acid (HR 0.75 [CI 95% 0.65–0.86]; p b 0.05) and an
isoform of either hydroxyleucine or hydroxyisoleucine (HR 1.23 [CI 95% 1.10–1.37]; p b 0.05)
At median follow-up of 10 years, the incidence of hypertension was correlated with 4hydroxyhippurate (adjusted HR 1.18 [CI 95% 1.08–1.29]; p b 0.001) as well as the sex
steroids pattern (androsterone sulfate and epiandrosterone sulfate; p b 0.001 for both).
Within the system-wide lipid network, three lipid series (TAG, CE, PE) were signiﬁcant
predictor (p b 0.05) of CVD outcome over 10-year follow-up.
At median follow-up of 3.5 years MACE occurrence was associated with medium- and longchain acylcarnitines (HR 1.77 [CI 95% 1.11–2.81]; p = 0.016) and alanine (HR 2.18 [CI 95%
1.17–4.07]; p = 0.014). However only medium- and long-chain acylcarnitines improved
the prediction accuracy of Framingham score.
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LDL: Low Density Lipoprotein; VLDL: Very Low Density Lipoprotein; PCA: Principal Component Analysis; PLS-DA: Partial Least-Squares-Discriminant Analysis; NMR: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance; CAD: Coronary Artery Disease; AMP: Adenosine
MonoPhosphate; MS: Mass Spectrometry; MI: Myocardial Infarction; LC–MS: Liquid Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry; TMAO: TriMethylAmine N-Oxide; MALDI-MS: Matrix-Assisted Laser-Desorption Ionization-Mass Spectrometry; OPLSDA: Orthogonal Partial Least-Squares-Discriminant Analysis; GC–MS: Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry; GABR: Global Arginine Bioavailability Ratio (deﬁned as arginine/[ornithine + citrulline]); MACE: Major Acute Cardiovascular Events
(deﬁned as death, myocardial infarction, stroke); LVD: Left Ventricular Dysfunction (deﬁned as ventricular ejection fraction b45%); STRRIDE: Studies of Targeted Risk Reduction Interventions through Deﬁned Exercise; Exercise; HR: Hazard
Ratio; CI: Conﬁdence Interval; MDC-CC: Malmö Diet and Cancer Cardiovascular Cohort; DM-AA score: Diabetes Mellitus-predictive Amino Acid score; CV event: CardioVascular event (including myocardial infarction or stroke); OR: Odds Ratio;
CIMT: Carotid Intima Media Thickness; HF: Heart Failure; ARIC: Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities; TAG: TriAcylGlycerole; CE: Cholesterol Esters; PE: Phosphatidyl-Ethanolamines.
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Lewis et al.
[53]

Lactic acid and metabolites involved in
AMP catabolism
CH3 groups from fatty acid side chains in
lipids

H NMR predicted CAD severity with a speciﬁcity N90%
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patient—and subsequently deliver such care [74]. As doctors and hospitals progressively transition away from paper medical records, these
data are being increasingly collected and made available in an electronic
format — the electronic health records (HER). At their core, EHR collect,
store, manage, and aggregate clinical, pharmacy, laboratory, radiology,
and administrative data — however, their capabilities and functionalities are constantly expanding and evolving with the introduction of
new technologies. By facilitating the access to information, EHRs can
support patient empowerment and decision support, increase communication and coordination between and among providers and patients,
and improve the quality of care delivered [75]. Putting together large
data sets of medical data and adequate tools to analyze them offers
the potential to expand biomedical research capabilities. LHS is a
model in which, data generated by routine clinical care and clinical
research feed a set of coordinated databases which serves as an ever
growing body of evidence to feed both the scientiﬁc discover engine
and clinical decision support. Mining the millions of patient records
collected routinely in the daily care of patients has tremendous potential to individualize care to the speciﬁc patient. Mining patient data is
a multi-data-source problem. Rich clinical data are available not just
from structured demographic, laboratory and drug databases but requires the extraction also from unstructured sources, such as medical
images, treatment plans and various omics. There are 6 steps by which
health systems learn: i) collecting data in a planned and strategic
manner; ii) analyzing captured data; iii) generating evidence through
retrospective analysis of existing data as well as data from prospective
studies; iv) implementing new insights into subsequent clinical care;
v) evaluating outcomes of changes in clinical practice; and vi) generating new hypotheses for investigation. The systems learn by doing. With
the rapid advances in this ﬁeld, it will be a challenge to keep health care
professionals informed about the beneﬁts, risks, limitations, and appropriate clinical applications of new tools as they become available.
4.2. Academic Medical Centers
Academic Medical Centers (AMC) are centers of education, research
and patient care. The interdisciplinary nature of the AMC can be tapped
to position these institutions at the epicenter of research, education, and
clinical care.
By providing access to human subjects, biological specimens, and
clinical data, AMC have the role of developing, integrating and adopting
standards for governance and management of these resources. Such
standardization might allow a relevant delivery of diagnostic information between institutions further promoting data sharing for research.
The development of a network of AMCs that focuses on addressing the
speciﬁc challenges described above might provide rapid and substantial
advances in clinical research. By this way, new strategies to improve
health and health care may be widely tested and then proposed with
more authority to the health provider. Ultimately, AMC should have
an educational role by keeping healthcare professionals informed
about the beneﬁts, risks, limitations, and appropriate clinical applications of new tools as they become available AMCs should be proactive
in developing these skills as well as the knowledge base and clinical decision support systems for suppliers and at the same time incorporating
the concept of rapid learning models in traditional models of teaching
and medical school curricula. The development of innovative training
programs using information technology-based teaching strategies will
be an essential component for this implementation.
5. The problems of data standardization in clinical studies and
medical practice targeting cardiovascular diseases
Since huge amount of information from a limited sample size may
potentially lack of data consistency and reproducibility [76], the need
of pooling multi-center results and of comparing them with public
data repositories has increasingly emerged [77]. Unfortunately, the

integration and comparison of large data sets from registries and clinical
trials may be hindered by different data processing methods. The resolution of this issue requires a great effort, currently focused on developing registries and clinical trials based on electronic linkage. This need of
transmitting, receiving, combining, analyzing and using shared data as
information has driven the development of the U.S. National Cardiovascular Research Infrastructure (NCRI) project in 2009 [78]. Crucial task of
a NCRI has been to establish a universal vocabulary of cardiovascular
data elements in order to avoid ambiguous meanings. By comparing different existing data elements, the NCRI workgroup assembled a list of
353 deﬁning words [79]. The further development of this infrastructure
has been however hampered by the multiplicity of available methods
for data collection, storage and transmission, generally incompatible
with each other. Ultimately, the development of standard data elements
compatible with electronic record system is mandatory, but still not
very useful without an electronic harmonization of record systems
themselves. Overall, the need of shared models for clinical trial implementation is not only a challenge for Systems Medicine development,
but also a great opportunity for improving management and quality of
clinical research.
In accordance with the International Conference on Harmonisation
(ICH) that established the international quality standard for good clinical practice (GCP), our workgroup has highlighted the potential utility
of a proper deﬁnition and use of Case Report Form (CRF). CRF are
printed, optical or electronic documents designed to record all of the
protocol-required information to be reported to the principal investigators and/or sponsor on each trial subject [80]. The rationale for using an
electronic CRF is to ensure the timely, accurate and standardized
collection of the necessary information about: i) the patient (rendered
anonymous), ii) study interventions, iii) study procedures (e.g. standard
operating procedure for taking a blood sample), iv) outcome of assessments/tests, and v) adverse events. Thus, the use of CRFs allows a correct data management process ensuring that clinical data are logical,
medically coherent, complete and fully documented. In addition,
through the CRFs the sponsor may readily oversee the progress of a
clinical trial, ensuring that it is conducted, recorded, and reported in
accordance with: i) protocol, ii) standard operating procedures,
iii) GCP, and iv) applicable regulatory authority requirements. Unfortunately, many obstacles have so far limited the use of this tool in clinical
practice [81], but a step forward in the direction of a wider adoption of
CRF would be extremely cost-effective in the short term (realistically:
2–4 years), although the amount of funding requirements is difﬁcult
to estimate. Finally, it should be noted that the different laws concerning
privacy in different countries may hamper this integration program.
6. The use of computational and mathematical models in clinical
research and medical practice in cardiovascular diseases
Computational models of the human heart can be useful not just in
studying the basic mechanisms of heart function, but also in analyzing
the heart in disease states in a context of systemic medicine. One of
the main objectives of Systems Medicine is to improve medical practice
by: i) standardization of methods of data acquisition, ii) processing of
the available information, iii) data integration and monitoring, and ﬁnally iv) personalization to the patient's needs. A sufﬁcient understanding of patients' cardiovascular status in “a wider sense” is necessary for
doctors to make the best decisions with regard to treatment; however,
this is often not possible because of the limitation of clinical and instrumental measurements. In this perspective, it would be advisable to develop special approaches that can help the clinician to focus on the
patient's disease in a broader view than just focusing on the target
organ damage. An important ﬁeld of application of Systems Medicine
is heart failure (HF), because of its strong pathophysiological links
with systemic disorders, including respiratory and renal diseases,
and diabetes. Best practice management for patients with chronic
HF includes a multidisciplinary approach implementing guidelines,
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algorithm management and accessibility to information. Computational
and mathematical models can be very helpful both in imaging acquisition and processing, as in echocardiography, magnetic resonance
imaging, nuclear medicine, or in the development and validation
of algorithms capable of providing useful information. The recent
European Society of Cardiology Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute and Chronic Heart Failure have identiﬁed as many as 57
individual markers in patients with HF, including demographic data, etiology, co-morbidities, clinical, radiological, hemodynamic, echocardiographic and biochemical parameters [82]. Indeed, multivariable
analysis of clinical parameters has helped identifying the most signiﬁcant predictors of survival in HF populations, enabling development
and validation of several prognostic models. However, as outlined by recent HF guidelines, because treatment of HF has improved over the past
10 years, the older prognostic models need to be revalidated, and newer
prognostic models should probably be developed, using multivariate
analyses of predictive factors. The excessive number of variables studied
increases the sample size requirements and reduces the odds ratios.
New scoring systems with integrating clinical, instrumental, biochemical and pharmacological factors have been recently introduced
to improve prognostic power single tools. For instance, the echocardiographic examination is useful to diagnose cardiac disorders and to stratify the risk of patients with HF, as deﬁned by American College of
Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines [83].
The American Society of Echocardiography and European Association
of Echocardiography also provided recommendations and guidelines
for the standardization of echocardiography performance and data
acquisition [84,85]. The contribution of mathematical models to the design and construction of echo machines has prompted their widespread
success. By capturing and storing echocardiographic images digitally,
computers can process the data to enhance the quality or the interpretation of the examination. Image quality (i.e. resolution) has always
been a major goal of ultrasonic examinations. A sufﬁcient understanding of patients' cardiovascular status is necessary for doctors to make
their best decisions with regard to treatment of CVD. Recent studies
sought to assess whether cardiovascular function can be assessed quantitatively and for speciﬁc patients by combining echocardiographic data
with computational models. In particular, these assessments utilize the
measurements already in use or available in a standard echocardiogram,
enhancing the clinical potential of the proposed method.
Generally, the use of conventional Doppler indices does not allow estimation of the absolute values of left ventricular ﬁlling pressures even
in patients with dilated ventricles and impaired systolic function in
normal sinus rhythm. To overcome the limitations of potentially
confounding effects of multiple factors, combination of Doppler and
echocardiographic measures in multivariable linear regression models
has been proposed. Most of the regression equations (including Doppler
and echocardiographic variables) have increased the accuracy for estimating pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, but many of them were
not sufﬁciently reliable for measuring absolute values of the ﬁlling pressures. The use of multivariable equations may be useful to acquire diagnostic information based on Doppler and echocardiographic data, thus
providing a cohesive guide for the estimation of important hemodynamic variables and to simulate the effects of current treatments for
HF. Diagnostic ﬂowcharts including algorithms based on multiple echocardiographic and Doppler parameters for diagnosing elevated left ventricular ﬁlling pressures require statistical validation. Among these
methods, the classiﬁcation and regression tree (CART) analysis may be
useful to design these models. In an attempt to investigate whether a
decision model based on CART analysis is valuable, a study showed
that the sequential testing by CART analysis has superior sensitivity
and speciﬁcity compared with standard approaches in identifying increased left ventricular ﬁlling pressures in patients with a wide range
of left ventricular ejection fractions. This grading system seems particularly helpful in patients with an ejection fraction N 50%, while its contribution could be less important in patients with ejection fraction ≤50%.
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However, we should also consider that CART analysis may provide overcomplex trees, thus over-ﬁtting the data [86]. Finally, patient-speciﬁc
computational and mathematical models have been developed to
predict the short-term functional improvement after cardiac resynchronization therapy in patients with left ventricular dysfunction and
complete left bundle branch block.
7. Methodologies and priorities in the implementation of Systems
Medicine in cardiovascular diseases
Two important Systems Medicine approaches are envisaged as a
high priority for fostering knowledge in cardiovascular health and
allowing affordable epidemiological and clinical research tools:
i) the development of Electronic Data Linkages;
ii) the related development of Registry-based clinical trials.
Record linkage (RL) or Data linkage is deﬁned as the task of ﬁnding
records in a data set that refer to the same entity across different data
sources (e.g., data ﬁles, books, websites, databases). Record linkage is
necessary when joining data sets based on entities that may or may
not share a common identiﬁer (e.g., database key, Uniform Resource Locators [URL], National identiﬁcation number), as may be the case according to differences in record shape, storage location, and/or curator
style or preference. A data set that has undergone RL-oriented reconciliation may be referred to as being cross-linked. In medical practice and
research, RL is an important tool in creating data required for examining
the health of the public and of the health care system itself. It can be
used to improve data holdings, data collection, quality assessment,
and the dissemination of information. Data sources can be examined
to eliminate duplicate records, to identify under-reporting and missing
cases (e.g., census population counts), to create person-oriented health
statistics, and to generate disease registries and health surveillance systems. Some cancer registries link various data sources (e.g., hospital
admissions, pathology and clinical reports, and death registrations) to
generate their registries. RL is also used to create health indicators. For
example, fetal and infant mortality is a general indicator of a country's
socioeconomic development, public health, and maternal and child services. If infant death records are matched to birth records, it is possible
to use birth variables, such as birth weight and gestational age, along
with mortality data, such as cause of death, in analyzing the data.
Linkages can help in follow-up studies of cohorts or other groups to determine factors such as vital status, residential status, or health outcomes. Tracing is often needed for follow-up of industrial cohorts,
clinical trials, and longitudinal surveys to obtain the cause of death
and/or cancer. An example of a successful and long-standing record linkage system allowing for population-based medical research is the Rochester Epidemiology Project based in Rochester, Minnesota [87]. The
development of a system in which health records from various sources,
e.g. hospital admissions from various hospitals, family physicians' visits,
pharmacy requests, laboratory blood analyses, and death certiﬁcates,
can be merged to create a comprehensive individual health (or disease)
proﬁle can be of enormous consequences for epidemiological research,
and is now being implemented in several countries, such as Sweden
and the United Kingdom. It is likely that such an approach will allow
an unprecedented explosion of knowledge identifying risk factors and
morbid associations. The development of registries, based on such a system able to track the health status of an individual after a certain diagnosis or after the implementation of a certain treatment is also likely to
promote the development of a new type of clinical trials, thus becoming
incredibly more affordable than through the conventional individually
dedicated system of Contract Research Organizations (CRO). An example
of how this can be achieved is offered by the recently completed Thrombus Aspiration in ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction in Scandinavia
(TASTE) trial [88], which was a multicentre, prospective, open-label,
randomized, controlled clinical trial that used the infrastructure of a
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population-based registry to facilitate patient enrolment and data collection. In this trial, the authors conducted a randomized clinical trial to
evaluate the effect on hard clinical end points of thrombus aspiration in
patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). As commented
by Lauer and D'Agostino [89], to make this investigator-initiated undertaking economically and administratively feasible, the authors used national registries as online platforms for randomization, case-record
forms, and follow-up data, thus conducting a registry-based randomized
clinical trial [90]. The authors enrolled trial participants from the national
comprehensive Swedish Coronary Angiography and Angioplasty Registry (SCAAR), which is part of the Internet-based Swedish Web System
for Enhancement and Development of Evidence-based Care in Heart Disease Evaluated According to Recommended Therapies (SWEDEHEART)
registry [91]. This “registry-based randomized” trial holds data on consecutive patients from all 29 Swedish and 1 Icelandic coronary intervention center, and is funded solely by national health authorities. The
system provides immediate and continuous feedback on processes and
quality-of-care measures. All baseline and procedural data are entered
online, directly into the registry. On the background that the clinical effect of routine intracoronary thrombus aspiration before primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in patients with STEMI is uncertain,
here the authors aimed at evaluating whether thrombus aspiration reduces mortality. The trial showed no effect of the tested procedure on
mortality after STEMI. A most important proof of concept in the TASTE
trial was however that the authors introduced a randomization module
in an online, comprehensive, national clinical registry, thus combining
the beneﬁts of randomized treatment assignment with the best features
of a large-scale clinical registry. In agreement with the editorial by Lauer
and D'Agostino [89], we believe that advantages of this approach include
broad inclusion criteria to ensure wide clinical applicability; a simpliﬁed
enrolment process to maximize the commitment and compliance of the
participating hospitals; a substantial reduction in the expense associated
with conducting a randomized trial since the authors were able to use
the established registry infrastructure; and high rates of follow-up both
of patients who underwent randomization and of those who did not.
Thus, the availability of national registries based on electronic data linkages offers an incredible opportunity not only to perform epidemiological studies, but also to perform trials in a substantial cost-saving fashion,
particularly valuable when addressing medical questions not fundable
through pharmaceutical or medical device companies, and not directly
linked to a manufacturer's promise of proﬁt.

project [95] and the Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme of the
European Union [96]) are assessing the feasibility of this approach
according to different aspects including (i) privacy, (ii) pertinence of
services, (iii) possible obstacles, (iv) motivation level to use the proposed services and (v) organizational issues [97].
9. Ethical and legal issues to the use of Systems Medicine in clinical
research and practice in cardiovascular diseases
The present and future development of Systems Medicine requires
even more advanced informatics tools, able to merge different patterns
of data (including biological, genetic, diagnostic and clinical information)
to be shared among different research groups. Accordingly, collection
and analysis of data from identiﬁable patients raise many ethical and
legal questions. The main issue concerns the need of obtaining the informed consent as advocated by Good Clinical Practices (GCP) guidelines
[80]. This is because Systems Medicine includes the collection of sensitive
data that might represent a social burden. For instance, hesitation toward
genetic screening has been previously observed by Richard and coworkers. The authors reported that many patients raised conﬁdential
concerns about a genetic screening for hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
[98]. In many countries, including the U.S., genetic discriminatory practices are pursued by law [99], but also the same knowledge of one's
own disease may alter social life of patients. To strengthen the law effect,
many countries did not limit restrictions to a general framework, but
dealt with different instances, including medical research. In Europe,
the 95/46/EU Directive protects individuals with regard to personal
data processing and streaming. However, it is likely that improvements
on such protection systems will be needed. Ultimately, considering the
increasing amount of data acquired by a Systems Medicine approach, it
seems important to propose the following suggestions:
i) enhancing safety system in the ﬁeld of data collection, also
including a fully informed consent;
ii) organizing educational training for biological and clinical scientists in order to ensure the highest standards of quality;
iii) improving clinicians' responsibilities toward data acquired;
iv) referring to Ethics Committees and/or an Institutional Review
Boards to support, improve and update a correct management
of clinical data.
10. Conclusion

8. Implementation of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) and robotics in home-care
Informatics platforms to design electronic patient dossier or a
personal database recording information from different Hospitals or
Institutes and tracking login information by the Investigator/Physician
are required. Once concerns about feasibility and data protection (also
considering the different privacy low in different countries) are
addressed, this approach promises to reduce costs of hospitalization
and improve therapeutic compliance and safety of cardiovascular patients during home care. The large amount of studies and specialized
journals (such as Telemedicine Journal, e-Health as well as Telemedicine and Telecare) mirrors the expansion of this ﬁeld of interest, consistent with the increased use of Internet and technological devices. The
Boario Home Care Project has been the ﬁrst study dating back to 1998
and still ongoing [92]. Interestingly, this project has been improved
over the years through the new broadband technologies so that the
economy return during 15 years (1998–2012) has been estimated at
250% [93]. Considering the positive feedback of healthcare professionals
recently reported by Gund and colleagues [94] this appears to be the
right way to proceed. Finally, also robotics is emerging as pivotal player
in home care, especially in the area of rehabilitation programs. Focused
on the elderly, this approach is more complex and also requires the support of caregivers. Thus, two ongoing European projects (the DOMEO-

Despite very far from clinical translation, the signiﬁcant advances of
“-omics” sciences emphasized the need to implement current research
strategies. However, this progress represents not only an additional
set of tools, but rather appears as a radical new way of thinking and
operating. Even if Systems Medicine approach will not replace the physician with a computer, health providers will have to gain conﬁdence
with the most advanced computational tools. The application of these
new strategies also represents a great opportunity to improve the research, especially in the area of CVD. Accordingly to the best expectations, by overcoming the current methodological, computational and
ethical challenges Systems Medicine might become actually a powerful
and cost-effective approach with a wide range of application, from risk
assessment/prediction to CVD rehabilitation.
Learning points
• Systems Medicine and its role in cardiovascular diseases were deﬁned
as “An integrative approach to medical needs taking advantage and emphasizing information and tools made available by the greatest possible
spectrum of scientiﬁc disciplines, aimed at improving risk prediction
and individual treatment respecting ethical and legal requirements.
This approach should improve medical practice by standardization,
information, integration, monitoring and personalization”.
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• The use of “-omics” data in cardiovascular disease studies is promising,
but presents important limitations.
• Some problems of data standardization in clinical studies and medical
practice targeting cardiovascular diseases still exist.
• The use of computational and mathematical models in clinical research
and medical practice as well as the implementation of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) and robotics in home-care in cardiovascular diseases might be promising.
• Relevant ethical and legal issues remain in the use of a Systems
Medicine in clinical research and practice in cardiovascular diseases.
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